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Normal basis problem for torsors




Serre [12] mentions a remarkable observation that, for a nite group   and a eld k,
a universal Galois extension with group   over k is constructed by the unit group of the
group algebra k[  ]. We formulate this argument for nite at group schemes, paraphrasing
the reformulation in the framework of group schemes by Suwa [14]. Some examples are given
concerning the argument．
Introduction
Let k be a eld and   a nite group. Serre [12, Ch.IV, 8] observes that the unit
group of the group algebra k[  ] has a structure of algebraic group over k, which we shall
denote by U(  )k, and veries that any Galois extension of k with group   is obtained
by a cartesian diagram
SpecK     ! U(  )k??y ??y
Spec k     ! U(  )k= 
as a consequence of the normal basis theorem. Moreover Serre veries the Kummer
theory, constructing a commutative diagram of algebraic groups with exact rows
0     !       ! U(  )k     ! U(  )k=      ! 0??yo ??y ??y
0     ! n;k     ! Gm;K n    ! Gm;k     ! 0;
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when   is a cyclic group of order n, invertible in k, and k contains all the n-th roots
of unity. He veries also the Artin-Schreier-Witt theory, constructing a commutative
diagram of algebraic groups with exact rows
0     !       ! U(  )k     ! U(  )k=      ! 0??yo ??y ??y
0     ! Z=pnZ     ! Wn;k F 1    ! Wn;k     ! 0;
when   is a cyclic group of order pn and k is of characteristic p > 0. Here Wn;k denotes
the additive group over k of Witt vectors of length n. Serre suggests even to twist the
Kummer theory.
This argument can be generalized in the framework of group schemes over a ring
as is done by Suwa [14]. For example, we have a following fact ([14, Prop.1.6]):
| Let R be a ring and   a nite group. Then any unramied Galois extension S=R
with group   and with a normal basis is obtained by a cartesian diagram
SpecS     ! U(  )??y ??y
SpecR     ! U(  )= :
Moreover two problems are raised in [14]: for a given embedding i :   ! G of ane
group schemes over R,
(1) if there exists a commutative diagram
      ! U(  )R??yo ??y
 
i    ! G;
(2) if there exists a commutative diagram
 
i    ! G??yo ??y
      ! U(  )R:
If both the problem are amative, we obtain the following assertion ([14, Cor.1.7]):
| Let R be a ring and   a nite group. Then any unramied Galois extension S=R
with group   and with a normal basis is obtained by a cartesian diagram
SpecS     ! G??y ??y
SpecR     ! G= :
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It would be interesting to consider such problems for a nite at commutative group
scheme   over R. In this article，we develop our argument, repalcing the embedding
  ! U(  )R by the embedding








is nothing but   ! U(  )R when   is a nite commutative group. We need also employ
the notion of cleft Hopf-Galois extensions. (For the denition, see Section 2.)
The main result is stated as follows (Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6):
| Let S be a scheme,   an ane commutative group scheme over S and X a   -torsor
over S. Assume that O  is a locally free OS-module of nite rank. Then X is cleft if
and only if [X] 2 Ker[H1(S;   )! Pic( _)]. Here the map H1(S;   )! Pic( _) is the
composite




 ! H1( _;Gm; _) = Pic( _):
This implies a remarkable consequence (Corollary 3.8):
| Under the assumption stated above, let G be a at ane group scheme over S.

















Then any cleft   -torsor X over S is obtained by a cartesian diagram
X     ! G??y ??y
S     ! G= :
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Now we explain the organization of the article. In Section 1 and Section 2，we
recall the denition of ane group schemes used in the sequel and some fundamental
terminologies in the Hopf-Galois theory, respectively. In Section 3，we state and prove
the main theorem, after recalling the embedding of a nite at commutative group
scheme into a smooth ane commutative group schemes, constructed by Grothendieck．
In Section 4，we give three examples for the argument in Section 3.
List of group schemes
Ga;R: the additive group scheme over R
Gm;R: the multiplicative group scheme over R
n;R : Ker[n : Gm;R ! Gm;R]
p;R : Ker[F : Ga;R ! Ga;R] when R is of characteristic p
G()R : recalled in 1:2
GR1=R : dened in 1:3
U(  ) : dened in 1:4
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normal bases in the framework of the Hopf-Galois theory．I am grateful to Professors
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x 1. Group schemes
Denition 1.1. Let R be a ring. The additive group scheme Ga;R over R is dened by
Ga;R = SpecR[T ]
with
(a) the multiplication: T 7! T 
 1 + 1
 T ,
(b) the unit: T 7! 0,
(c) the inverse: T 7!  T .
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with
(a) the multiplication: T 7! T 
 T ,
(b) the unit: T 7! 1,
(c) the inverse: T 7! 1=T .
Denition 1.2. Let R be a ring and  2 R. A commutative group scheme G() over
R is dened by




(a) the multiplication: T 7! T 
 1 + 1
 T + T 
 T ,
(b) the unit: T 7! 0,
(c) the inverse: T 7!  T=(1 + T ).
A homomorphism () : G() ! Gm;R of group schemes over R is dened by
U 7! T + 1 : R[U; 1
U
]  ! R[T; 1
1 + T
]:
If  is invertible in R, then () is an isomorphism. On the other hand, if  = 0, G()
is nothing but the additive group scheme Ga;R.
Denition 1.3. (Waterhouse-Weisfeiler [17, Th.3.1]) Let R be a ring and  2 R. Put
R1 = R[
p
] = R[t]=(t2   ). A group scheme GR1=R over R is dened by
GR1=R = SpecR[U; V ]=(U
2   V 2   V )
with
(a) the multiplication:
U 7! U 
 1 + 1
 U + 2U 
 V + 2U 
 U; V 7! V 
 1 + 1
 V + 2V 
 V + 2U 
 U ;
(b) the unit:
X 7! 0; Y 7! 0;
(c) the inverse:
U 7!  U; V 7! V:
If 2 is invertible in R, then T 7! 2(U +pV ) denes an isomorphism over R1
 : GR1=R 










The inverse of  is given by













Denition 1.4. Let   be a nite group. The functor R 7! R[  ] is represented by the
ring scheme A(  ) dened by
A(  ) = SpecZ[T ;  2   ]
with
(a) the addition: T 7! T 
 1 + 1
 T ;






U(  ) = SpecZ[T ;
1
 
;  2   ];
where   = det(T000 ) denotes the determinant of the matrix (T000 )0 ;002  (the
group determinant of   ). Then U(  ) is an open subscheme of A(  ), and the functer
  7! R[  ] is represented by the group scheme U(  ).
We denote also by   , for the abbreviation, the constant group scheme dened
by   . Moreprecisely,   = SpecZ  and the law of multiplication is dened by e 7!X
000=
e0 
 e00 . Here Z  denotes the functions from   to Z, and (e)2  is a basis of









The canonical injection   7! R[  ] is represented by the homomorphism of group
schemes i :   ! U(  ) dened by
T 7! e : SpecZ[T ; 1
 
]! Z  :
It is readily seen that   ! U(  ) is a closed immersion. If   is commutative, then U(  )




Let R be a ring. Then the exact sequence
1  !    ! U(  )  ! U(  )=   ! 1
yields an exact sequence of pointed sets
U(  )(R)  ! (U(  )=  )(R)  ! H1(R;  )  ! H1(R;U(  )):
An unramied Galois extension S=R with group   has a normal basis if and only if
[S] 2 Ker[H1(R;  )! H1(R;U(  ))] (Suwa [14, Sect.1]).
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x 2. Hopf-Galois theory
We recall some terminologies of the Hopf-Galois theory. For details we refer to [8],
[3], [2].
Denition 2.1. Let R be a commutative ring and C an R-bialgebra (necessarily neither
commutative nor cocommutative). An R-algebra B (not necessarily commutative) is
called a right C-comodule algebra over R if B is a right C-comodule and the comodule
structure map B : B ! B 
R C is a homomorphism of R-algebras.
Denition 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring and C an R-bialgebra. An C-comodule
algebra B over R is called an C-extension of a subalgebra of B if A = fa 2 B ; B(a) =
a
 1g.
Notation 2.3. Let R be a commutative ring, C an R-bialgebra and B=A an C-extension




 b 7! (a 
 1)B(b). If B and C are commutative, then r is a homomorphism of
B-algebras.
Denition 2.4. Let R be a commutative ring and C an R-bialgebra. An C-extension
B=A of R-algebras is called Galois if the homomorphism r : B 
A B ! B 
R C is
bijective.
Example 2.5. Let R be a commutative ring, B a commutative R-algebra and C a
commutative Hopf R-algebra. Put S = SpecR, Y = SpecB and G = SpecC. Then a
right C-comodule algebra structure map  : B ! B
RC over R corresponds to a right
action a : Y S G! Y of the group scheme G on Y over S. Put A = fa 2 B ; (a) =
a 
 1g and X = SpecA. Assume that B is faithfully at of nite presentation as an
A-algebra. Then the C-extension B=A is Galois if and only if Y is a G-torsor over X.
Theorem 2.6.(Doi-Takeuchi [3, Th.9]) Let R be a commutative ring, C an R-bialgebra
and B=A an C-extension of R-algebras. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) There exists a homomorphism of R-modules ' : C ! B which is also a homomor-
phism of right C-comodules and invertible for the convolution product in HomR(C;B).
(b) B=A is a Galois C-extension and there exists an isomorphism of left A-modules
A
R C ! B which is also a homomorphism of right C-comodules.
We recall that the convolution product in HomR(C;B) is dened by ' = B('

 ) C for '; 2 HomR(C;B). Here C : C ! C 
R C denotes the comultiplication
of C, and B : B 
R B ! B the multiplication of B.
Denition 2.7. Let R be a commutative ring and C an R-bialgebra. An C-extension
B=A of R-algebras is called cleft if the equivalent conditions in Theorem 1.6 are satised.
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Example 2.8.(Kreimer-Takeuchi [8, Example 1]) Let R be a commutative ring, B an
R-algebra and   a nite group of R-algebra automorphisms of B. Let C = R[  ]_
denote the dual Hopf algebra of the group ring R[  ] and feg2  the dual basis for
fg2  . Then a right C-comodule algebra structure map B : B ! B 








B  = fb 2 B ; (b) = b for all  2  g = fb 2 B ; B(b) = b
 1g:
Put A = B  . Then:





8<:1 if  = e0 if  6= e:
(b) B=A is a cleft C-extension if and only if there exists b 2 B such that f(b)g2  is
a basis of the left A-module B.
If B is commutative, then SpecB is nite over SpecA. The C-extension B=A is
Galois if and only if SpecB is an etale covering of SpecA with Galois group   , that is
to say, B=A is an unramied Galois extension with group   . The C-extension B=A is
cleft if and only if the unramied Galois extension B=A has a normal basis.
Now we shall add the following denition.
Denition 2.9. Let S be a scheme, G an ane group S-scheme and X is a right
G-torsor over S. We shall say that a right G-torsor X over S is cleft if there exists
an isomomorphism of OS-modules OG ! OX which is also a homomorphism of right
OG-comodule.
x 3. The main result
3.1. First we recall a resolution of a nite at commutative group scheme by smooth
ane commutative group schemes, constructed by Grothendieck (cf. [9. Sec 6]).
Let S be a scheme and   a nite commutative S-group scheme such that O  is a
locally freeOS-module of nite rank. Then the functorHomS gr( ;Gm;S) is represented
by a commutative group scheme  _, called the Cartier dual of   . The OS-module O _
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is also locally free of nite rank. The Cartier duality asserts that HomS gr( _;Gm;S)
is isomorphic to   .
Furthermore the functorHomS( 




which is representable since O _ is a locally free OS-module of nite rank (cf. [1, Ch.I,
Sec.1, 6.6]). Then we obtain an exact sequence of commutative group schemes













Gm; _ is smooth over S since Gm; _ is smooth over  _,





=  is also smooth over S.
Moreover, in the case where   is nite commutative group, the exact sequence
0  !    ! U(  )  ! U(  )=   ! 0
coincides with the exact sequence induced by the Grothendieck resolution of  









Denition 3.2. Let S be a scheme and   a nite commutative group scheme over S.
Assume that O  is a locally free OS-module of nite rank.
Let X be a right   -torsor over S. Then there is dened an OS-homomorphism
 : OX ! OX 
OS O  , which makes OX an O  -comodule algebra. Passing to the
dual, we obtain an OS-homomorphism _ : O _ 
OS O_X ! O_X , which makes O_X an
O _-module.
By denition, there exists a faithfully at morphism T ! S such that the   -torsor
XT = T S X over T is isomorphic to  T = T S   . That is to say, the OT -algebra
OXT is isomorphic to O T as O T -comodule algebra. Hence the O_XT is isomorphic to
O _T as O _T -module. It follows that O_X is an invertible O _-module. Furthermore,
the   -torsor X is cleft if and only if O_X is isomorphic to O _ as O _-module. This
follows from the argument developed by Kreimer and Takeuchi ([8, Sect. 1]).







! H1( _;Gm; _) = Pic( _)
is an isomorphism by the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.3. Let f : T ! S be a nite morphism and G a commutative group scheme
over T . Assume that OT is locally free OS-module of nite ranks and that G is smooth





is bijective for q  0.
Proof. The assertion seems to be a folklore for experts. This follows from the following
three facts:
(a) Let f : Y ! X be a nite morphism of schemes and F an abelian sheaf on Yet.
Then we have RjfF = 0 for j > 0 ([5, exp 8. Cor.5.6]);
(b) Let X be a scheme and G be a commutative group scheme over X. Let " : X ! Xet
denote the canonical morphism of sites. If G is smooth and quasi-projective, then we
have Rj"G = 0 for j > 0 ([4, Th.11.7.]);
(c) Let f : T ! S be a nite morphism and G a commutative group scheme over T . If
OT is a locally free OS-module of nite ranks and G is quasi-projective over T , thenY
T=S
G = fG is representable by a quasi-projective commutative group scheme over
S. Moreover, if G is smooth over T , then
Y
T=S
G is smooth over S (cf. [1, Ch.I, 1.6.6]).
We recall the denition of the contracted product for sheaves with group actions,
before mentioning and proving our main result.
Notation 3.4. Let S be a scheme, and let G be a sheaf of groups on S, X a right
G-sheaf and Y a left G-sheaf on S. Then a left action of G on the product X  Y is
dened by g(x; y) = (xg 1; gy). We denote the quotient XY /G by X_GY , called the
contracted product of X and Y . (For details we refer to Demazure-Gabriel [1, Ch.III,
4.3.1].)
Theorem 3.5. Let S be a scheme and   an ane commutative group scheme over S







coincides with the map dened by [X] 7! [O_X ], up to an automorphism of Pic( _). Here
the map i : H1(S;   )! H1(S;
Y
 _=S
Gm; _) is induced by the Grothendieck resolution
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 ! Gm; _ , up to an auto-
morphism of H1( _;Gm; _) (cf. [6, Ch.O, 12.1.7]).

















is given by [X] 7! [X _ _  _ Gm; _ ]:
We remark here that the compsoite
 :   _ =  





is the scalar extension of the Cartier paring
 _ S   ! Gm;S
by the structure morphism  _ ! S.
On the other hand, the sheaf IsomO _ (O _ ;O_X) on  _ for the fppf-topology is
a Gm; _-torsor over  _. Moreover the correspondence L 7! IsomO _ (O _ ;L) gives
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rise to an isomorphism Pic( _) ! H1( _;Gm; _) (cf. Demazure-Gabriel [1, Ch.III,
4.4.4]).
Now we verify that, for a   -torsor X over S, the contracted product X _ _  _
Gm; _ is isomorphic to IsomO _ (O _ ;O_X) as Gm; _-torsors over  _, which implies
the assertion by the above argument.
Let X be a right   -torsor over S and T a scheme ane over  _. Then the
right   (T )-set X(T ) = HomS(T;X) = HomT (T; T S X) is identied to the set of
  -equivariant T -isomorphisms  T ! XT . Take  2 X(T ). We denote by  :  T ! XT
also the corresponding   -equivariant T -isomorphism. Moreover let ~ : OXT ! O T de-
note the isomorphism of O T -comodule algebras, which denes  :  T ! XT . Passing
to the dual, we obtain an O _T -isomorphism ~_ : O _T
! O_XT . Moreover we consider
the composite of OT -homomorphisms
(

_) : OT i ! OT 










Here i : OT ! OT 
OSO _ is locally dened by a 7! a
1, and  : O _
OSO_X ! O_X
by a
 b 7! ab: Then (_) is an isomorphism since OT 
OS O _ is faithfully at over
OT .
On the other hand, the sheaf AutO _ (O _) is represented by Gm; _ . Take h 2
Gm(T ). We denote by h : OT ! OT also the corresponding OT -automorphism. Then
(; h) 7! (~_)  h denes a morphism of right Gm; _-sheaves  : X _  _ Gm; _ !
IsomO _ (O _ ;O_X).
Furthermore the left action by   _ on X _  _ Gm; _ is dened by
(; h) = ( 1; ()h):
for  2   _(T ).
Note now that the Cartier duality asserts the equality (~_) = () : OT ! OT .
It follows that the morphism  : X _  _ Gm; _ ! IsomO _ (O _ ;O_X) is compatible
with the left action by   _ on X _  _ Gm; _ . Therefore  denes a morphism of
right Gm; _-sheaves X _ _  _ Gm; _ ! IsomO _ (O _ ;O_X), which is an isomorphism
of right Gm; _-torsors.
Corollary 3.6. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.5, let X be a   torsor over S.
Then the   -torsor X is cleft if and only if [X] 2 Ker[H1(S;   )! Pic( _)].
Corollary 3.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.5, let G be a at ane group
scheme over S.
(1) Assume that e :   ! G is a closed subgroup scheme of G and there exists a commu-
tative diagram







Then, if a   -torsor X over S is cleft, there exists morphisms X ! G and S ! G= 
such that the diagram
X     ! G??y ??y
S     ! G= 
is cartesian.









Then, if a   -torsor X over S is dened by a cartesian diagram
X     ! G??y ??y
S     ! G= ;
X is a cleft   -torsor.
Proof. Under the assumption of (1) we obtain
Ker[H1(S;   )! Pic( _)]  Ker[H1(S;   )! H1(S;G)];
and under the assumption of (2) we obtain
Ker[H1(S;   )! H1(S;G)]  Ker[H1(S;   )! Pic( _)]:
There imply the assertions.
Corollary 3.8. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.5, let G be a at ane group
















Then, a   -torsor X over S is cleft if and only if X is dened by a cartesian diagram
X     ! G??y ??y
S     ! G= :
x 4. Examples
Example 4.1. Let p be a prime number, R an Fp-algebra and  2 R. Put
N = Ker[F   I : Ga;R ! Ga;R]:
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([16, Th.3.3]). Therefore we obtain
Ker[H1(R;N)! Pic(N_)] = Ker[H1(R;N)! H1(R;Ga;R)]:
Moreover it is known that H1(R;Ga;R) = 0. It follows that all the N -torsor X over
SpecR is cleft.
More precisely, we have N = SpecR[T ]=(T p   T ) equipped with the addition
dened by T 7! T 
 1 + 1 
 T . There exists a 2 A such that X is isomorphic to
SpecR[X]=(Xp   X   a) and the action of N on X over R is dened by
R[X]=(Xp X   a)! R[X]=(Xp X   a)
RR[T ]=(T p T ) : X 7! X 
 1+1
T:
We can verify directly that R[X]=(Xp X a) with the coactionX 7! X
1+1
T
is a cleft Hopf comodule algebra. Put C = R[T ]=(T p T ) and B = R[X]=(Xp X a).
Dene a homomorphism of R-modules ' : C ! B by
T i 7! Xi (0  i < p):
Then ' is bijective and a homomorphism of right C-comodules. Furthermore ' is
invertible for the convolution product in HomR(C;B). Indeed, the convolution inverse
of ' is given by
T i 7! ( X)i (0  i < p):
Example 4.2. Let p be a prime number, R an Fp-algebra and  2 R. The Frobenius
morphism
F : G() = SpecR[T; 1
1 + T
]! G(p) = SpecR[T; 1
1 + pT
]
is dened by T 7! T p. Put G = Ker[F : G() ! G(p)]. Then G = SpecR[T ]=(T p) is
equipped with the multiplication dened by T 7! T 
 1 + 1
 T + T 
 T .













([16], Th.3.12). This implies
Ker[H1(R;G)! Pic(G_)] = Ker[H1(R;G)! H1(R;G())]:
Furthemore, we obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary 4.3. Under the notations of Example 4.2, let S=R be an extension of
ring. Then SpecS is a cleft G-torsor over SpecR if and only if there exist morphisms
SpecS ! G() and SpecR! G(p) such that the diagram
SpecS     ! G()??y ??yF
SpecR     ! G(p)
is cartesian.
Corollary 4.4. Under the notations of Example 4.2, the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
(a) Any G-torsor over R is cleft；
(b) The homomorphism G(p)(R)! H1(R;G) induced by the exact sequence
0! G! G() F! G(p) ! 0
is surjective；
(c) The homomorphism H1(R;G())! H1(R;G(p)) induced by the Frobenius morphism
F : G() ! G(p) is injective.
Remark 4.5. Assume thatR is a local ring or  is nilpotent. Then we haveH1(R;G()) =
0 ([11], Cor 1.3]). It follows that all the G-torsor over SpecR is cleft.
Example 4.6. There exists an Fp-algebra R and  2 R such that the homomorphism
H1(R;G())! H1(R;G(p)) induced by the Frobenius morphism is not injective. Here
is an example. Let p be a prime number, and put
R = Fp[X;Y;
1
Y p + (X + 1)pY +Xp
]
and  = X + 1. Then H1(R;G()) is a cyclic group of order p, and F : H1(R;G()) !
H1(R;G(p)) is trivial. Moreover, we have H1(R;G) = H1(R;G()).
In fact, we have an exact sequence of abelian sheaves on the etale site of SpecR
0  ! G() 
()
 ! Gm;R  ! iGm;R0  ! 0
([11, Theorem.1.2]) since  = X + 1 is a non zero divisor of R. Here R0 = R=(), and
i : SpecR0 ! SpecR denotes the canonical closed immersion. Therefore we obtain a
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long exact sequence of cohomology groups




cfY p + (X + 1)pY +Xpgn; c 2 Fp ; n 2 Z
o
since the polynomial Y p + (X + 1)pY +Xp is irreducible in Fp[X;Y ]. Moreover, under
the identication R0 = Fp[Y; 1=(Y   1)], we have
R0 =
n
c(Y   1)n; c 2 Fp ; n 2 Z
o
;
and cfY p + (X + 1)pY +Xpgn 2 R is mapped to c(Y   1)pn 2 R0 . Hence we obtain
G()(R) = 0, and Coker[R ! R0 ] is a cyclic group of order p and generated by the
class of Y + X in R0. On the other hand, we have Pic(R) = 0 since R is a unique
factorization domain. This implies that the map Coker[R ! R0 ] ! H1(R;G) is
bijective.
Furthermore, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows
0     ! G() 
()
    ! Gm;R     ! iGm;R0     ! 0??yF ??yF ??yF
0     ! G(p) 
(p)
    ! Gm;R     ! i0Gm;R1     ! 0;
where R1 = A=(
p) and i0 : SpecR1 ! SpecR is the canonical closed immersions.
Therefore we obtain a commutative diagram of cohomology groups with exact rows
R     ! R0     ! H1(R;G())     ! 0??yp ??yp ??yF
R     ! R1     ! H1(R;G(
p))     ! 0:
Here the class of c(Y +X)n in R0 (c 2 Fp ; n 2 Z) is mapped to the class of cp(Y p+Xp)n
in R1 by the homomorphism p : R

0 ! R1 .
Note now [Y p + Xp] 2 Im[R ! R1 ] since Y p + Xp  Y p + (X + 1)pY + Xp
mod (X + 1)p. Hence we can conclude that F : H1(R;G())! H1(R;G(p)) is a trivial
map.
Remark 4.7. We can describe more concretely Corollary 4.3 as follows.
Let p be a prime number, R an Fp-algebra and ; a 2 R. Let C denote the Hopf
R-algebra R[T ]=(T p) with the comultiplication T 7! T 
 1 + 1 
 T + T 
 T . Put
B = R[X]=(Xp   a). Then a structure of right C-comodule algebra is dened on B by
B ! B 
R C : X 7! X 
 1 + 1
 T + X 
 T:
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Dene now a homomorphism of R-modules ' : C ! B by
T i 7! Xi (0  i < p):
Then ' is a homomorphism of right C-comodules. Furthermore, if 1 + pa is invertible
in R, then ' is invertible for the convolution product in HomR(C;B), and therefore B





(0  i < p):
Conversely, any cleft right C-comodule commutative algebra is isomorphic to a right
C-comodule algebra of the form B = R[X]=(Xp a) with a 2 R such that 1+pa 2 R.
Remark 4.8. Under the notations of Example 4.2, taking  = 1, we obtain
Ker[H1(R;p)! Pic(_p;R)] = Ker[H1(R;p)! Pic(R)]:
It should be mentioned that, for a scheme S, we have
Ker[H1(S;n)! Pic(_n;S)] = Ker[H1(S;n)! Pic(S)]:
which is more or less known for a long time. For the reader's convenience, we recall an
outline of the argument given by [1, Ch.III, 4.5.6].
Let S be a scheme. For an integer n > 0, put
  (S;OS)=n = Coker[n :   (S;OS) !   (S;OS)];
nPic(S) = Ker[n : Pic(S)! Pic(S)]:
Then the Kummer sequence
0  ! n  ! Gm n ! Gm  ! 0
induces an exact sequence
0  !   (S;OS)=n  ! H1(S;n)  ! nPic(S)  ! 0:
Now let L be an invertible OS-module. Assume that there exists an isomorphism
of OS-modules  : L
n ! OS . Let I denote the ideal of the symmetric algebra SOS (L),
generated by the local sections of the form s  (s), where s is a local section of L
n.
Put O(L;) = SOS (L)=I. Then the OS-algebra O(L;) is locally free of nite rank as an
OS-module. Moreover an action of n on the OS-module L is dened by (; s) 7! s
and uniquely extended to an action n on the OS-algebra O(L;).
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L is an invertible OS-module with [L] 2 nPic(S);
 : L
n ! OS is an isomorphism of OS-module
)
:
It is veried also that the map H1(S;n)! nPic(S) is given by [X(L;)] 7! [L].
Example 4.9. Let p be a prime number > 2, R an Fp-algebra, and  2 R. Put
R1 = R[
p
] = R[t]=(t2   ) and ~R1 = R[
p
p] = R[t]=(t2   p). The Frobenius
morphism
F : GR1=R = SpecR[U; V ]=(U
2   V 2   V )! G ~R1=R = SpecR[U; V ]=(U2   pV 2   V )
is dened by (U; V ) 7! (Up; V p). Put G = Ker[F : GR1=R ! G ~R1=R]. Then
SpecR[U; V ]=(U2   V 2   V;Up; V p)
is equipped with the multiplication dened by
U 7! U 
 1 + 1
 U + 2U 
 V + 2V 
 U; V 7! V 
 1 + 1
 V + 2V 
 V + 2U 
 U:












([16, Th.3.18]). This implies
Ker[H1(R;G)! Pic(G_)] = Ker[H1(R;G)! H1(R;GR1=R)]:
Furthemore, we obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary 4.10. Under the notations of Example 4.9, let S=R be an extension of
ring. Then SpecS is a cleft G-torsor over SpecR if and only if there exist morphisms
SpecS ! GR1=R and SpecR! G ~R1=R such that the diagram
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SpecS     ! GR1=R??y ??yF
SpecR     ! G ~R1=R
is cartesian.
Corollary 4.11. Under the notations of Example 4.9, the following are equivalent:
(a) Any G-torsor over R is cleft;
(b) The homomorphism G ~R1=R(R)! H1(R;G) induced by the exact sequence
0  ! G  ! GR1=R F ! G ~R1=R  ! 0:
is surjective;
(c) The homomorphism H1(R;GR1=R)! H1(R;G ~R1=R) induced by the Frobenius map
F : GR1=R ! G ~R1=R is injective.
Remark 4.12. Assume that R is a local ring or  is nilpotent, Then H1(R;GR1=R)
is annihilated by 2 (Suwa [13, Prop 4.3]). Moreover H1(R;G) is annihilated by p. It
follows that all the G-torsor over SpecR is cleft.
Lemma 4.13. We can describe more concretely Corollary 4.10 as follows.
Let p be a prime number > 2, R an Fp-algebra and  2 R. Let C denote the Hopf
R-algebra R[U; V ]=(U2   V 2   V;Up; V p) with the comultiplication
U 7! U 
 1 + 1
 U + 2U 
 V + 2V 
 U; V 7! V 
 1 + 1
 V + 2V 
 V + 2U 
 U:
Note that f1; U; U2; : : : ; Up 1g is a basis of R-module C.
In fact, an isomorphism of R1-algebra
R1[U; V ]=(U
2   V 2   V;Up; V p) ! R1[T ](T p)
is induced by












It follows that f1; U; U2; : : : ; Up 1g is a basis of R1 
R C = R1[U; V ]=(U2   V 2  
V;Up; V p) over R1. Hence we obtain the conclusion since R1 is faithfully at over R.
It is veried also that U iV j = 0 for i+ 2j  p.
Take now a; b 2 R, and put B = R[X;Y ]=(X2   Y 2   Y;Xp   a; Y p   b): Then a
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Furthermore a homomorphism of R-modules ' : C ! B is dened by
U i 7! Xi (0  i < p):
Then ' is a homomorphism of right C-comodules. Furthermore, if a2 pb2 b = 0,
then ' is invertible for the convolution product in HomR(C;B); and therefore B is a
cleft right C-comodule algebra. The convolution inverse of ' is given by
U i 7! ( X)i (0  i < p):
Conversely, any cleft right C-comodule commutative algebra is isomorphic to a
right C-comodule algebra of the form B = R[X;Y ]=(X2 Y 2 Y;Xp a; Y p b) with
a; b 2 R such that a2   pb2   b = 0.
Remark 4.14. It should be mentioned that Kreimer [7] proves the following assertion.
Let R be a local ring, C a Hopf R-algebra (not necessarily commutative) and B
a right C-comodule algebra. Assume that (1) C is a free R-module of nite rank, (2)
B=R is a Galois extension and R is contained in the center of B. Then B is a cleft right
C-comodule algebra.
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